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1. INTRODUCTION
This document constitutes the Final Report by ADCOM, a 'Teledyne
Company, to the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center on Contract NAS5-1054 0.
With the First Quarterly Report dated October 6, 1967, on the above
contract, as background, the present report is aimed principally at developing
the concept of a practicable ,optimal time code system, and at a comparison of
the performance of the optimum system with the performance of the existing
NASA and IRIG systems in order to determine the margin of improvement
possible over the existing systems.
The topical organization of this report is as follows
The time code signal design requirements for a practicable optimal
system are investigated in.Section 2. The system concept is based on the
'approach advan-ed in Section 4.2 of the First Quarterly Report, which advocates
capitalization on the optimality of correlation detection as the technique for ex-
tracting time marker location information. Accordingly, the use of binary-
sequence waveforms that utilize the available time frame in various interesting
ways is examined, with emphasis on the autocorrelation properties of each
waveform. In this way a practical basis for the optimal frame utilization strat-
egy and time-code signal design is established. The performance achievable
with the resulting frame synchronization sequences is then analyzed and a com-
parison is made with sequences typical of current NASA and IRIG systems.
In Section 3, a summary is given, of conclusions and recommendations.
The highlights of the performance comparison of the optimal and the current
systems are restated.
1
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2. OPTIMAL TIME CODE SYSTEM CONCEPT
A system for the transmission and distribution of any kind of infortna-
tion is determined principally by its signal design and detection techniques. The
fundamental signal design requirements for an optimal -• but practicable --
system for timing information are the major topic of the present section. The
prescribed detection technique is a cross-correlation process.
The importance of the autocorrelation properties of the time marker
waveform in the design of an optimal system was stressed in Section 4.2 of the
First Quarterly Report. It was also pointed uut that maximal length linear
sequences, when represented by appropriate waveforms, could provide the most
desirable type of autocorrelation properties. Consequently, the major signal
design consideration in the present discussion is the autocorrelation function of
the waveform representation . of the binary code sequence. The carrier modula-
tion design for transmission over wireline, tropo and HF are also discussed.
The performance achievable with the type of code waveforms recommended here
is computed and illustrated.
2.1	 Characterization of Time Information Signal.
a) Time Markers -- Accuracy, Precision, and Unambiguity
Accuracy is a measure of the error in the position of the marker.
It is the difference between the indicated and actual times. Hence, accuracy is
a measure of the delay uncertainties in the transmission link, including Propa-
gation medium and systematic errors due to i tperfections of terminal equipment.
Precision is a measure of the limit on exactness to which marker
position can be read as a result of random errors from all sources. Thus, pre-
cision is a measure of the "width1 1 of the probability density function of the
marker indicator plus the disturbances present. In the current NASA. and IRIG
codes, once bit and frame sync have been acquired, precision is determined by
the SIN ratio in accordance with Fig. 4.31, and by low-frequency cutoff in ac-
cordance with Tables 44 and 4.5 of the First Quarterly Report.
2
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For a time code to convey useful information, each marker must
be unambiguous -- that is, uniquely identifiable. .Ambiguity results if more
than one marker position indication can result from examination of the marker
code signal. For example, a marker code signal whose autocorrelati;on function
possesses side-peaks, or "sidelobes", that are comparable with the main peak,
may be falsely acquired at the position of a side peak, causing an erroneous
indication of the position of the time marker in question.
b) Acquirability -- Acquisition Process, and Processing
Time for Unambiguous Acquisition
Acquisition of a time code is the process of deriving the time mark-
ers from the incoming signal plus noise, and hence the unambiguous establish-
ment of the time instants conveyed by the marker positions. The acquisition
procedure depends upon the code structure and its processing requirements.
Optimally, the acquisition process is a cross-correlation operation
wherein a locally generated replica of the marker code "word" is cross-corre-
lated in various time positions with the incoming code signal until the absolute
peak of correlation is obtained. If the autocorrelation function of the code
sequence waveform possesses side peaks that are not well below the main (abso-
lute) peak, false acquisition may result on one of the side peaks. The location
of the marker will then be indicated incorrectly. Such code sequence waveforms
are therefore potentially ambiguous indicators of the time position of a marker
relative to the occurrences for which the marker sequence is intended to provide
the time. The time label serves merely to "tag" a marked time position.
For unambiguous marker acquisition, and hence time marking, a
clear indication of the absolute maximum of the correlation function is necessa
Such an indication can be secured if the in-phase correlation peak towers promi-
nently over s he "sidelobes". What structure is optimal for the sidelobes relative
to the main lobe depends on what occupies the time' intervals on both sides of
the interval covered by the code sequence waveform for each marker.
3
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The processing time required for establishing unambiguous acqui-
sition is of importance only in real-time (or qui( k look) examination of the
transmitted time information. In nonreal-time operation, no acquisition speed-
up operations are necessary.
c) Susceptibility to Interruption
The term interruption as applied to a time code frame shall. mean
a noise-induced event occurring some time after correct frame acquisition which
looks like an indication of loss of frame synchronization and which therefore
throws the system back into the acquisition mode.
There are two basic types of disturbance that may cause frame
interruption: additive and multiplicative. An additive disturbance would be some
level of background noise, causing occasional frame interruptions whose effect
may be reduced to a predictably low value by merely designing the system to
insure an adequate signal.-to-noise level at the receiver.
When a multiplicative disturbance (such as signal fading) is present
the received signal strength will fluctuate widely, giving rise to a fluctuating
signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver. In order to analyze susceptibility to in-
terruption for this case, one should realize that if the additive noise is of the
gaussian variety, then the probability of interruption is highly sensitive to the
signal.-to-noise ratio, i. e. , a change of one to two dB in SNR may cause a change
of several orders of magnitude in the probability of interruption. Consequently,,
the whole range of possible signal -to-noise ratios may be divit,. 0 d into three
regions: a "high" region in which the probability of interruption is negligible,
• "low" region in which the probability of interruption is unacceptably high, and
• transition region of one or two dB in width. The fraction-of-tinge that an
interruption in the reception of the code signal will be encountered is determined
by the probability that the SNR will fall below the threshold of the code tracking
circuits.
4
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d) L aloolirg Requirements -- Basic nedundancy Characteristics
In the labeling of the markers, each must be unambiguous, but
only when viewed within a sequence. It is not necessary to label each marker
completely within its own frame. For example, if a given marker is completely
and uniquely identified, the label, for the next marker is completely redundant
except for the least significant bit (the bit that changed). With the knowledge
that the two markers are consecutive and therefore separated by exactly one bit,
this bast bit is also redundant.
It is therefore not necessary to provide any label for many of the
markers, and many of those with labels need not have complete identification.
In this manner, the frarne .interval may be left free for an optimum PR code for
very rapid and accurate synchronization of the marker. For example, we might
insert a partial label every tenth frame, consisting only of the digit that changed
(4 bits in BCD). Then for every ten partial labels (or once every one hundred
frames) we might insert a complete label. This scheme would appear to work
quite well for any of the shorter frame times, but will have to be ,modified for
the larger .ones. (Clearly, one does not wish to wait one hundred hours for a
complete label if the frame time is one hour. )
2.2	 Correlation Propertie
.
s of Binary Codes andN
Binary Code waveform Representation
2.2.1	 Properties of Codes TypiCal of Current
NASA. and IRIG Usage
Both the NASA and TRIG codes obtain subframe and frame synchroniza-
tion by inserting additional "sync" bits at appropriate intervals throughout the
frame. Three different frame synchronization patterns are used. Tliese are
utilized respectively by 1) the NASA pulse duration modulated (PDM) binary-
coded decimal (BCD) codes, 2) the NASA serial decimal code, and 3) the TRIG
PDM BCD codes.
5
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.In all codes, the frames are divided into subframes, with 6, 10, or
12 subfr,i.^,nes per frame. The number is picked to make the subframe a con-
venient length. For example, if the frame width is one minute, 12 subframes
are used, so that each subframe is 5 seconds wide. In one hour frames there
are 6 subframes of 10 minutes each. Most of the other frame widths are a
convenient decimal number in length of time, for example, 0.1 sec... 1 sec.
or 10 sec. , and 10 subframes are used. In all codes, each subframe consists
of 10 bits or pulses. One bit width is defined as the distance between leading
edges of consecutive pulses.
There are three NASA PDM BCD codes - the one sere, , the one minute
and the one hour. A mark is conveyed by a pul se equal to 60 per scent of the
bit width while a space is given by a 2 0 per cent of bit-width pulse. Subframe
synchronization is accomplished by an additional pulse of "mark" width at the
beginning of each subframe. Frame synchronization is attained by five con-
secutive bits (1/2 subframe) at the end of each frame. The autocorrelation
function of this frame synchronization sequence is given in Fig. 2.2 in the next
section.
There is one NASA Serial Decimal Code with a frame time of 10 see.
Data is not binary coded but is displayed in decimal form, and recovered by
counting the number of pulses in each subframe. Each subframe corresponds
to a particular digit in the data. All pulses are of equal width, approximately
50 per cent of the bit width. Subframe synchronization is accomplished by one
extra pulse added at the beginning of each subframe. Frame synchronization
is attained by two additional pulses at the beginning of each frame.
There are six IRIG PDM BCD codes - 0.1 sec., 1 sec., 10 see.,
1 min. , 5 min. , and 1 hour. The pulses a--.e ternary (3-level) pulse duration
modulated, Sync pulses are 80 per cent of bit width, marks are 50 per cent, and
spices are 20 per Lent. Subframe sync is by one sync pulse, the last bit of
each subframe. Frame sync is accomplished by means of two pulses, the first
and last bits of each frame.
}
f
^i
f^
i
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2.2,2	 Autocorrelation Properties of Various Waveform Rc. resenta-
ti,ons of a Pseudorandom Time Code: Sequence
Any coded message requires synchronization for proper decoding, In
particular, a timing code requires synchronization for proper identification of
t
	 the location of the timing markers. Present timing codes use a pulse train of
five pulses for synchronization. Improvements that may be attained by using
a pseudo-random ( PR) code sequence will be considered. The shortest pulse
width in a code determines the bandwidth of the code. To maintain the same
bandwidth, the shortest pulse in the present timing code will be used as a
guide to determining the bit width of the PR code,'
Given a train of timing markers as in Fig, 2. 1, the time between mark-
ers, designated a frame, is divided between synchronization and a label for
the preceding marker. Three possible ratios of synchronization time to label
or data time within the frame will be discussed. These. are a) only a minor
subinterval, say 5 percent, used for synchronization, as is the case in present
codes, b) half of frame used for synchronization, c) full frame used for syn-
chronization.
A measure of the suitability for synchronization purposes of any par-
ticular code is given by its autocorrelation function, R(k). Indication of proper
acquisition is simplified if the amplitude of the principal peak, R(0), towers
prominently over secondary peaks in R(k) for k =^ 0.
2.2.2.1 Minor Subinterval Used for Synchronization
In the current timing codes, only a minor subinterval is used for syn-
chronization of the marker. If this constraint is maintained, it is of interest
to compare what improvement can be attained over the current system by using
a pseudo-random code approach. The present five pulse code and its auto^or-
relation function is given in Fig. 2.2. Note the large secondary peaks which
increase the probability of false acquisition in the presence of noise. 	 t
Present time codes use a synchronization time of five bit widths. The
shortest pulse width used in the code, a space, occupies 20 per cent of a bit
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width. Using the width of this pulse as a guide, a maximum of 25 bits may be
used in the PR code. The PR codes with the most desirable properties are
the so-called: Maximal Length Codes, Recurring maximal-length codes
are available in lengths (or number of bits) per period, n, given by
n =2 ..1	 A an integer	 (2.1)
i
Therefore the 15 bit maximal,-length PR code is the longest that may be used
without increasing the bandwidth of the timing code. The 15 bit maximal
length PR code is given by the following binary sequence
111100010011010
This code and its autocorrelation function is presented in Fig. 2.3 in the :^1 NRZ
waveform. Note the improvement over the current code with a single large
peak in the autocorrelation function at the exact point of synchronization, and
very little correlation elsewhere.
Binary sequences may be represented by a number of different wave-
forms, and it is of interest to determine which of these waveforms yields the
best autocorrelation function. The waveform and the corresponding autocorre-
lation function for the 15 bit maximal length PR cede is presented in Figs. 2.3
through 2.10 for the following wave forms: tl NRZ (Fig. 2.3), RZ -Unpolar (Fig.
2.4), RZ-Bipolar (Fig. 2.5), Bipolar (Fig. 2.0), Split Phase (Fig. 2.7), Transition
Encoded (Fig. 2.8), Dicode (Fig. 2.9) and Duobinary (Fig. 2.10). Each figure is
, drawn to the same scale for ease of comparison of the shapes of the autocorre-
lation functions. Clearly, the t1 NRZ and Split Phase waveform have the
most desirable properties (high primary peak and lowest secondary peaks of
the autocorrelation function).
2. 2. 2. 2 Half of Frame Used for Synchronization
Let us now examine what improvements may be attained in synchro
nization if we are not restricted to the same percentage of the frame Wised in
the current codes, but are allowed half the frame for synchronization. Taking
a nominal 100 bits/frame for the current codes, and again the narrowest
9
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pulse (a space) of 20 percent of a bit, our PR code may have about 250 pulso.s.
From I q.(2.1), n = 255 for the closest maximal-length code. The segtxonce
is given in Table 2.1.
In Sec. 2,2.2.1 it was determined that the ±1 NRZ and the Split Phase
waveform have the best autocorrelation properties, and hence are the most suit-
able for synchronization. If k is the shift in number of bits, the autocorrelation of
split phase and NRZ are identical for integer values of k. However, split phase,
being a double-;frequeneywaveform with respect to the bit rate, will have an addi-
tional autocorrelation value at each odd multiple of k/2.  The 255 bit maximal
length PR code autocorrelation function, R(k), in. ±1 NRZ and Split Phase is
given in Table 2.2. For ±1 NRZ, use only integer values of k for Split Phase,
use all values. For non-integer values of k for NRZ, connect the Integer
values with straight lines. For Split Phase, connect the half .-integer values.
Note that R(-k) = R(+k), so only positive values of k are tabulated.
From Table 2.2 itis seenthat allsecondary peaks are down at least
25 dB from the primary peak, R(0) = +255. There is one secondary peak of
13 at k = ±148, 25.9 dB down, and two values of 12 at ±23 and ±191, 26.6 dB
down: Iri addition, there are five values of 11, 27. 3 dB down; five 10's, 28.1
dB down, and six 9 1 s, 29.0 dB down. Al]: remaining values are over 30 dB
down from the primary peak.
2.2.2.3 Full Frame Utilization
Most desirable of the alternatives is full frame utilization for syn-
chronization purposes. Under these circumstances, the marker labels must,
of course, be multiplexed or sent by some other means. The labels might,
for example, be frequency-division multiplexed on a subcarrier, time division
multiplexed by sending a label every five or six frames, or sent over another
c`lantlel. If full frame synchronization is available, optimum use may be made
of the PR code. In the preceding sections, it was necessary to calculate the
isolated autocorrelation function because successive synchronization sequences
were not contiguous. In the isolated autocorrelation function, the sequence is
13
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assumed to exist in a single interval of n bits only, and to be zero outside that
interval. Since in full frame utilization successive sequences are contiguous,
we use the repetitive autocorrelation, In repetitive autocorrelation the
sequence is assumed to repeat every n bits. It is in the repetitive case that
the maximal length sequence displays its optimum qualities. Using the same
criteria as before, and Eq. (2.1), we have for full frame synchronization,
of-a sequence of length 255.
n = 255
R(k) = 255 k= 0 or a multiple of 255
	
R(k) = -1
	 fork= 0,-1/2, 1, 3/2, 2)000
The above result applies to both :hl NRZ and Split Phase Modulations.
Table 2.1
255 BIT MIML LENGTH BINARY SEQUENCE
iiiiiiiiooi0000ioiooiilliolololoill00000
110001010110011001011illiolilloolloil101
1100101010010100010010110100011001110011
110001101100001000101110101,1110110111110
0001101001101011011010100000100111011001
0010011000000111010010001110001000000010
1.10001111010000
14
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Table 2.2
AUTOCORRHLA.TION JUNCTION, R(k), (ISOLA` T-1,D) OF 255 BIT
MAXIMAL, I,1 NGT11 13INA.RY SJRUj,,KCla FOR SPLIT PHASBI AND
:kl. NR/, WAVE'FOAMS
For Split Phase Waveform Use All. Values of k,
For ;hl NR7 Waveform Use Only Integer Values of k.
k
 R (k) k R(k) ,k R(k) k R(k)
0 255 20 - 3 40 - 7 60 -	 5
0,5 -127.5 20.5 -	 10 5 40.5 5. 5 60.5 - 3, 5
1 0 21 6 41 - 4 61 2
1. 5 -	 0.5 21.5 - 4.5 41.5 ,2.5 61.3 2.5
2 1 22 3 42 - 1 62 -	 7
2. 5 -
	 1.5 22. 5 -	 7.5 42,5 -	 2. 5 62. 5 7.'5
3 2 23 12 43 6 63 -	 8
3. 5 - 2.5 23.5 -	 8.5 43.5 - 7.5 63.5 10.5
4 3 24 5 44 -	 9 64 - 134. 5 - 2.5 24.5
-
 4.5 44.5 -
	 2.5 64, 5 4. 5
5 2 25 4 45 - 4 65 4
5.5 2.5 25.5 -	 7.5 45.5 -	 0.5 65.5 -	 1.56 3 26	 . 11 46 5 66 -	 1
6.5 - 2. 5 26.5 -	 7.5 46.5 - 2.5 66.5 -	 2.5
7 2 27 4 47 0 67 6
7.5 -	 1.5 27.5
-	 5.5 47.5 -	 0.5 67.5 -	 4.5
8 1 28 7 48 1 68 3
8.5 0,5 28.5
- 2; 5 48.5 - 3.5 68,5 =	 3, 59.0 - 2 29 - 2 49 6 69 4
9. 5 3. 5 29.5 3. 5 49.5 -	 3. 5 69. 5 1, 5
10 - 5 30 -	 5	 • 50 1 70 -	 7
10.5 4.5 30.5 7.5 50.5 -	 3.5 70.5 3.5
11 - 4 31 -10 51 6 71 0
11.5 4,5 31.5 8.5 51.5 -	 5.5 71.5 -	 3.512 - 5 32 - 7 52 5 72 7
12.5 3.5 32.5 2.5 52.5 -	 5.5 72.5 -	 8.5
13 - 2 33 2 53 6 73 10
13. 5 3.5 33, 5 - 2.5 53. 5 -	 6. 5 73. 5 -	 2. 514 - 5 34 3 54 7 74 -	 5
14.5 6.5 34.5 1.5 54.5 2.5 74.5 -	 1.5
15 - 8 35 - 6 55 -12 75 8
15.5 3.5 35.5 2.5 55.5 -	 3.5 75.5 -	 4.5
16 1 36 1 56 5 76 1
16. 5 0.5 36. 5 1.5 56. 5 1. 5 76.5 -	 2. 5
17 -	 2 37 - 4 57 - 8 77 4
17.5 -	 0.5 37.5 3.5 57.5 3.5 77.5 -	 5.5
18 3 38 - 3 58 1 78 7
18.5 -	 2.5 38.5 1.5 58.5 4.5. 78.5 -	 4.5
19 2 39 0 59 -10 79 2
19. 5 0. 5 39. 5 3. 5 59. 5 2. 5 79. 5 -
	 1.5
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Table 2,2 (cont, )
k it uic kk R(k) , k tt lc1 k 11 k
8 0 1 104 3 128 p 0 152 11
80.5 2.5 104.5 - 2.5 128,5 1.5 152, 5 - 4.5
81 4 105 2 129 6 153' - 2
81.5 3.5 105.5 0.5 120.5 2.5 153.5 - 3.5
82 -11 106 - 3 130 -11 154 9
82.5 10.5 106.5 8.5 1301 5 7.5 154.5 - 0.5
83 -10 107 -14 131 - 4 155 - 8
83.5 8.5 107.5 7.5 131.5 4.5 155.5 9.5
84 - 7 108 - 1 132 - 5 156 -11,
84.5 3.5 108.5 6.5 132.5 1.5 156. 5 4.5
85 0 109 .-12 133 2 157 2
85.5 - 2.5 109.5 11.5 ° 133.5 1.5 157.5 2.-5
86	 ' 5 110 -11 134 - 5 158 7
86.5 -	 3.5 110.5 3.5 134.5 7.5 158.5 6.5
87 2 111 4 135 -10 159 - 6
87.5 -	 1.5 11115 - 5.5 13 5. 5 5.5 159. 5 4.5
88 1 112 7 136 - 1 160 - 3
88.5 - 2.5 112.5 2,5 136. 5 0. 5 • 160.5 5.5
89 4 113 -12 137 0 161 - 8
89.5 2,5 113.5 6.5 137.5 -	 3.5 161. 5 5.5
90
.
-9 114 -1 138 7 162 -3
90.5 2.5 114.5 - 2.5 138.5 2.5 162.5 5.5
91 4 115 6 139 -12 163
- 8
91.5 -	 5.5 115.5 -	 8.5 139.5 9.5 163.5 6.5
92 7 116 11 140 - 7 164 - 5
92.5 = 4.5 116.5 -	 1.5 140.5 3.5 164.5 -	 1.5
93 2 117 - 8 141 0 165 8
93.5 -4.5 117.5 4.5 141.5 -5.5 165.5 -1.5
94 7 118 1 142 11 166 - 5
94.5 -	 4.5 118.5 0.5 142.5 -	 1.5 166.5 3.5
95 2 119 0 143 - 8 167 - 2
95.5 -3.5 119.5 -4.5 143.5 6„5 167.5
'
2. 5
96 5 120 9 144 - 5 168 - 3
96. 5 -	 5.5 120.5 - 6.5 144.5 -	 2. 5 168, 5 4. 5
97 6 121 4 145 10 163 - 3
87.5 -	 1. 5 121.5 - 0.5 145,5 -10. 5 169. 5 3. 5
98 - 3 122 - 3 146 11 170 -	 1
98.5 -3.5 122.5 -0.5 146.5 -5,5 170.5 -2.5
99 10 123 4 147 0 171 6
99.5 -	 8.5 123.5 -	 3.5 ,147.5 -	 6.5 171.5 -	 7.5
100 7 124 3 148 13 172 9
100.5 1.5 124,5 -	 6 6 5 . 148.5 "	 7.5 172. 5 -	 9. 5
101 '-10 125 10 149 2 173 10
101.5 4.5 125.5 -	 1 . 5 149.5 0.5 173.5 -	 2..5
102 1 126 - 7 150 - 3 174 - 5
102.5 5.5 1.26. 5 -	 0. 5 150.5 3. 5 174, 5 3. 5
103 -12 127 8 151 - 4 175 - 2
103.5 -4. 5 127. 5 0.5 15 1. 5 -	 3. 5 175. 5 2, 5
.
I.G.
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'1"nble 2.2 (cont. )
k	 11(k)	 k	 k A k'1	 k It(k
176 - 3 200 11 224 0 240 - 3
176.5 5.5 200's -	 1.5 224.5 - 015 248.5 3.5
177 - 8 201 - 8 225 4 249 - 4
177. 5 5.5 201. 715 225.5 - 2.5 240.5 3.5
178 - 5 202 - 7 220 1 250 - 3
178, 5 3. 5 202.5 , 6.5 226, 5 3. 5 250.5 3.5
170 - 2 203 - 6 227 - 8 251 - 4
170.5 5.5 203.5 6.5 227.5 0.5 251.5 3.5
180 - 9 204 7 228 - 5 252 - 3
180.5 2.5 204.5 4.5 228.5 815	 " 252.5 2.5
181 4 205 - 2 220 -12 253 - 2
181.5 3.5 205.5 4.5 220.5 8. 5 253. 5 1. 5
182 -11 200 "-	 7 230 - 5 254 -	 1
182,5 915 206.5 4. 5 230.5 5.5 254.5 0. 5
183 - 8 207 - 2 231 - 6 255 0
183.5 4.5 207.5. 1.5 231.5 9.5
184 -	 1 208 - 1 232 -13
184.5 . - 2.5 208.5 3.5 232.5 8.5
185 6 200 - 6 233 - 4
185.5 -	 0.5 200.5 1.5 233.5 5.5
186 - 5 210 3 234 - 7
186.5 4.5 210.5 3.5 234.5 2.5
187 - 4 211 -10 235 2
187.5 5.5 211.5 8.5 235.5 0. 5
1,88 - 7 212 - 7 236 ` 3
188.5 3.5 212.5 3.5 230.5 3.5
189 0 213 0 237 - 4
189.5 2.5 213.5 -	 1.5 237.5 1.5
190 -	 5 214 3 238 1
190.5 -	 3. 5 214.5 - 4.5 238.5 0.5
191, 12 215 6 239 - 2
191. 5 - 9.5 215.5 -	 2.5 239.5 y-	 2.5
192 7 216 -	 1 240 7
102.5 -	 6.5 216.5 -	 0.5 240.5 -	 5.5
193 G 217 2 241 4
193.5 -	 1.5 217.5 -	 2.5 241.5 -	 2.5
194 - 3 218 3 242 1
194.5 4.5 218. 5 -	 0.5 242.5 -	 2.5
195 - 6 219 - 2 243 4
195.5 -	 1.5 219".5 -	 1.5 243.5 - 3.5
19G 9 220 5 2.14 3
196, 5 - 3.5 220.5 -	 0. 5 244. 5 -	 3. 5
197
	
.
- 2 221 - 4 245 4
197, 5 - 2. 5 221. 5 3. 5 245. 5 - 2.5
198 7 222 - 3 246 1
198.5 -	 0.5 222.5 -	 1.5 246.5 0.5
199 - 6 223 6 247 - 2
199. 5 - 2, 5 223. 5 -	 7. 5 247.5 2, 5
17
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2.2.3	 Optimal Correlation Properties of Time Code
Frame Synchronization Sequences
2.2.3.1 General
The most basic and commonly used method of search for a binary frame
sync sequence is the Digital Correlator Technique (ng , 2. 11) . Nn n-bit long window
which has been 'fed' with the n-bit sync sequence is filled at any moment with
the portion of time code waveform received in the n most recent bit periods.
The correlator executes a comparison of each bit in the window -with the cor-
responding bit in the sequence to see whether they agree or disagree in binary
value. The number of agreements is totalled up and made available as a digital
correlation score. If the threshold is exceeded, i, e:. , if there are n - E or more
agreements in the n positions, frame sync is announced. Otherwise, the slid-
ing search is performed again during the next bit interval. For purposes of
analysis, it is convenient to consider a binary sequence to be a string of +1's
and 1 1 s, and to consider that the correlator performs bit-by-bit multiplica-
tions. The correlator output therefore ranges from +n to -n, and the "thresh-
old" is n - 2c. Correlation scores based upon the difference between the number
of agreements and the number of disagreements are obviously equivalent to
scores based upon the agreements only.
It is necessary to distinguish between the two different types of frame
sequences (in terms of frame occupancy) which we shall analyze. These are:
i) Recurring Sequences - the frame sync sequence
occupies the entire time frame, and thus repeats
itself steadily without interruption.
ii) Nonrecurring Sequences - half or less of the frame
time is devoted to the sequence, the remainder
being filled with time labeling data bits.
Before proceeding to the detailed analysis of these tvo sequence classes,
a few general comments are in order. When recurring sequences are employed
the correlator is always filled with bits of the sequence.. At pr. eciselythe on--tinge
4
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Fig. 2. 11 Basic Digital Correlation for
Frame Acquisition
a1 , a2
 , an are "known" sync sequence elements to be compared
with Y10 x2,ex  present in register.
	
a. • x. = S,	
1 for "AgPeement" ^^
i	 1	 i	 -1 for Disagreement
! y4
is
.r
i
1,
interval, the bits will be stored in proper order in the correlator, whose
response in the absence of bit errors will be n. During any other time, the
bits in the correlator will be a cyclically permuted version of the sequence.
The correlator response will therefore be the so-called cyclic auto: orrelation
function of the sequence.
In the case of nonrecurring sequences, there are three categories of
bit patterns that may be present in the correlator. The first is the "random"
region in which no part of the sequence is in the correlator. The bits in the
correlator are the labeling data bits, presumed for purposes of analysis to be
completely random. The next region is the "overlap" region that develops
as the sequence moves into the correlator. The correlator response in this
region depends upon the sum of the "isolated" autocorrelation function and a
random number. The final category is the on-time position when the sync
sequence fills the correlator, and the full response of n units will be produced
in the absence of bit errors.
Frame sync sequence acquisition performance is best measured in
terms of two quantities, and the tradeoffs between them as the acceptance
threshold is varied. PFA is the probability of a frame sync announcement
being falsely generated at some "wrong" bit position over a frame interval.
PM
 is the probability of missed detection of the pattern at the one on-time bit
position.
The channel noise representation that will be used is that of the
binary symmetric channel in which bit errors occur at random with probability
p. in order to relate probabilities of system failti',re analytically to signal-to-
noise ratios, it is assumed that the bits fed to the correlator have been coher-
ently detected. For sigiial power S, bit duration T, and spectral (wideband)
gaussian noise density of N0 watts/Hz, the bit error probability for optic iurn
coherent detection of Binary Antipodal signals is:
STp = CD	 N r _	 p)	 (2. 2)
0
B
^^^/
where p is the signal-to-noise ratio, i. e. , the ratio of signal power to noise
power contained in the nominal bit bandwidth of 1/T Hz, and
2
4)(x) = f 'a 1	 e -y  2 dy
X
(2.3) 1
P 2.2.3.2 Recurrin g Sectuences
The recurring sequences we shall analyze are the pseudorandom
sequences of maximal-length type. Such sequences are of length n = 2 t -1,
where t is any integer, The cyclic autocorrelation function of a sequence
x l , x2 .. , xn, for a shift of j bit positions from the true on-time position is:
n-j
R (j)
	
X.	 X. +	 X. xC 
	
1	 i+J	 i^1 1
	
n-J+i	 (2.4)
From Table 4. 2 of the First Quarterly Report, we recall that for a maximal -
length, linear recurring sequence of +1 and -1 elements and period n,
23,(J)	 {	 J - 0c	
-1	
J	 1, 2,	 n-1 (2.5)
Alternately stated, for any cycled shift of the sequence, there will be
(n + 1)/2 disagreements and (n - 1)/2 agreements in the correlator. Equation
(2. 5) would give the correlator response if ther were no bit errors to contend
with. Observe that each time channel noise produces a bit error that changes
a disagreement into an agreement, the value of R in Fig. 2. 11 is increased by 2,
and that each time an agreement is changed to a disagreement R, is reduced by 2.
The total noise perturbation effect upon then bits of sequence in the correlator
may be described as a v-bit error pattern, of which v + bits are of the first
type and v are of the second type. Thus, the 'noisy' correlator response may
be described as
7 n - 2v-	 j = 0R(j) = l	 (2.6)
l -1 + 2(v+	v- )	 j = 1, 2, ... n-1
21
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The threshold value of lt( j) is:
T = n-2E	 (2.7)
I
where c is the maximum number of disagreements allowed for positive recog-
nition to be announced. At any overlap position specified by a given j, the
probability of a false recognition is
P^,(j) = P { 2(v+ - V- )	 T + 1)
	 (2. a)
It is most reasonable to treat the individual P.,as events of very
small probability. The total probability of false sync is closely (and conserva-
tively) approximated by the sum of these probabilities:
n-1
Pk,A =	 Z PP(j)	 (2.9)
j=1
In the calculation of PFA , the following relationships are employed:
r
i =n12+ 1/2 - g n/2+ 1/2 n/2 - 1/2
'
Z.
	 pq+2i(1-p)n-q-2i
	
i=0	 q+i	 i
1 s gsnf2+1/2	 (2,'10)
P. { v+ - v_ _ 01 -1
i=n/2  - 1/2	 n/2 + 1/2 
	
n/2 - 1/2 2i	 2i
	
i= 0
	 i	 i
Equations (2. 8) (2. 11) may be, used to find PF'A as a funtion of p for
any alloNvable sequence length and threshold,
22
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The probab ility of missed detection whe al the sequence fills the corro-
lator is merely the probability that the n bits will contain more than F errors:
n
PM 	 z	 ( i) pi (1 -p)n -ii= C+1 (2.12)
Expressions obtained for PFA and PM will be polynomials in p. For
the smaller values of p usually of interest, these expressions are well approx-
imated by the term involving the lowest power of p. The dominant terms of the
expressions for PFA and PM are shown in Table 2.3 for several combinations of
sequence length and acceptance threshold. These values can all be shown to
be reasonable, somewhat conservative, approximations for p < 10 -2 (p > 4.3 dB).
Corresponding values describing PF,A and PM determined by using the above
Formulas for the presentNASA 36 bit time code format (the frame sync is, of
course, not of the recurring type) are also shown in Table 2. 3. The values for
the NASA 36 bit code depend upon successful recognitio-^i )f 5 consecutive 1's.
The quantity PF,A
 is given by Eq. (4. 32) of the First Quarterly Report for the
36-bit code. Equation (4. 35) of the same report can be used to determine PM
for the 36-bit code by substitution of l' M for NF . (The quantity NF, is used
in the First Quarterly Report to denote the probability of false initiation of
reaquisition caused by failure to detect correctly the 5 bits used for frame
sync, whereas PM
 in the present discussion denotes the probability of missed
detection independently of whether or not correct acquisition has been achieved.
While the two quantities are conceptually different, the outcome is the same
in both cases since in each case a functional failure is considered to occur if
we fail to detect correctly all 5 consecutive bits. )
Figures 2. 12 and 2. 13 use the data of Table 2. 3 to plot P M and P A
as functions of the signal--to-noise ratio p. Table 2. 3 does not go above a =31.
For vary large values of n (e, g. , 63, 127, 255) and reasonable thresholds,
PIW'''^ and PM become extremely small for values of p corresponding to
23
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Fig. 2.12 P
ISA as a Function of E/No, NASA 36 Bit Code,
and Recurring Sequences of Lengths 7 and 15 With
	 `r
Various Thresholds
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TAP / N 0 > 0 M, and assume significant values mainly for BIND < 0 dB, I)roba-
bility curves for WN 0 < 0 dB correspond to situations of questionable practical
value, and require numerical computations far too laborious for their
practical significance. P 
FA 
curves for the 14/15 and
-'
15/15 cases as well as
those cases for sequence lengths of 31 fall off-scale to the left.
With the aid of Figs. 2.12 and 2.13 the analyst can evaluate the 'ad-
vantage' (for equal energy per bit) of the long sequences whose characteristics
have been plotted over the frame -sync pattern of the present NASA 36 bit BCD
code. For example, if the values P FA = 10 ~ 8, PM = 10 -6 are selected as
desirable performance objectives., then it is found that:
i) The sequence of length 15, with a threshold
requirement of 12 agreements requires 6.0 dB
less signal-to-noise ratio than the NASA code
to meet the PM specification, and 6.9 dB less
to meet the PFA specification. With the thresh-
old changed to 13 out of 15, the PM advantage is
4.5 dB and the PFA advantage is 8.8 dB.
1i) The sequence of length 7, with a threshold
requirement of 6 agreements, needs 3.2 dB
less signal-to-noise ratio to meet the PM
specification, and 5.0 dB less to meet the
P
FA 
specification.
It is interesting to observe in conclusion that for a given sequence
length the obtained P
FA
and. P
M 
values are traded against each other through
the raising and lowering of the threshold. I-lQwever, it can easily be seen that,
no matter what the actual threshold, the product of P
FA 
and P
M 
will be propor-
tional to a fixed power of p. This proportionality is:
P	 - P (X p n/2 + 3/2
FA M
For the NASA codes this same product is proportiotial to p2
(2.13)
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Table 2.3
SUMMARY Or,
 FRAMJ,^ ACQUISITION PROP1-j'RTITt,,'S
OF SBVB'RAL RJ'-!,C 	 MAXIMAL LENGTH
SMUENCIb'S., FOR VARIOUS ACCEPTANCE TTIRESITOW
Sequence	 Threshold: Min. No. Probability of
	Probability of
Length	 of agreements/n. 	 Missed Detec-
	 False Acquisi-
n	 Lion, PM	 Lion, PFA
7 7/7 7p 6p4
7 6/7 21p2 24p3
15 15/15 15P 14P
15 14/15 105p2 112p7
15 13/15 455p3 392p6
15 12/15 1365p4 784p5
31 .31/31 31p 30p16
31 30/31 465p2 480p15
31 29/31 4,495p3 360p 14
31 28/31 31,465p 4 16, 800p 1'3
NASA 36 Bit Code 5 ti P
p	 bit error probability
It is of interest to point out that the curves in Fig. 2. 12 and 2. 13 can
be used for system comparisons on bases other than equal energy per bit,
because of their general form. * For example, suppose that the duration of a
sequence is considered to be fixed. The signal bandwidth then increases Nvith
sequence length. But for a given noise background and signal energy, the EIN 0
per bit (abscissa in Figs. 2.12 and 2. 13) decreases c%s sequence length increases
One can therefore construct a comparison of performance of recurring
sequences, having equal energies but varying lengths (and bandwidths). For a
given value of E/ N 0 for the signal (total signal energy dividod by background
I
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noise power (density) one must divide by sequence length n to obtain the appro-
priate per bit value with which points may be reed from Pig. 2.12 and 2.13.
In this way the performance curves linking P A and PM to the *(^tal signal
P/ No are traced out.
2.2.3.3 NonrecurringSequences
We next concern ourselves with the analysis of nonrecurring sequences
which fill no more than half the frame interval. Such sequences are surrounded
on both sides either by a blank guard interval or by 'random' data baits convey-
ing digital time information for the frame. The random data bits constitute the
greater hazard to false synchronization, since an unfortunate combination of
bits might produce a strong correlator response at some 'wrong' bit interval.
The total probability of false synchronization over an entire frame interval is
the sum of false synchronization probabilities over the 'random' and the 'over-
lap' regions:.
PFA - PO +PR(2.14)I
In the overlap region, at an instant j bit intervals before (or of^ .')
the on-time instant, there will be n - j bats of the frame synchronization
sequence in the correlator, additively contributing Rc(j) to the correlator output.
Rc (j) is the isolated autocorrelation function of the sequence for a displacement
of j bits:
n"
l (j) -'	 x.	 a~,	 (2.15)c	 i w 1 	 i+j
The total. correlator output in the absence of bit errors would be Rc(j)
plus the sum of j random numbers due to the presence of the data bits:
j
11(j)	 Pt c(j) +	 Gk	 (2,1 Ei)k=
23
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The Z 
k 
I s are considered to br., statistically indepondent, cquiprobably assuming
the values + I and - 1.
'rho introduction of bit errors as a variable greatly complicates the
analysis; the torit,  2(v+ - v
.
) must be added to RQ) in Eq. (2.16),Of all the n-j
bits of the sequence in the Cox-relator In-j - RO (j)) /2 w4.11 form disagreements;
out of these V+ will be changed to agreements by bit errors. Similarly V_ of
the In-j+BQ)]/2 agreements will be changed to disagreements. The presence,
of 
V+
, v
- 
and the Z 
k 
I s as random variables in the expression for RQ) will lead
to an involved and complicated calculation to evaluate the probability of R(J)
exceaq-ling some given threshold.
To make matters even more complicated, it is necessary to extend
our summations over the entire overlap region,, n-1 bit intervals on each side
of the on-time interval:
n - 1
P_	 2
0
Pi
P { R(j) ;_^- T}F
The exact calculation of P
0 
for several sequence lengths and thresh-
olds would be 'a formidable task 1A.-o undertake. Th order to reduce the
tional effort to a manageable level, the following assertion (later substantiated)
is made,
P
0 
consists of a constant term (generated by the random bits) plus
terms in powers of p. For all but very large values of p, the expression for
P
0 
is well approximated by a constant, Further, it should be noted that the
greatest false acquisition hazard in the overlap region is during times of small
overlap, i. e. , wheel 	 of the bits in the correlator are random. When the
overlap is more considerable, a properly designed frame synchronization
sequence will introduce multiple disagreements into the correlator and thoreby
prevent false sync acquisition.
Since
RC(11 - a) ^ -a
	
(2.18)
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i. e. , when there are a bits of overlap, there may be no more than a dis-
agreements, one may reason:
P	 2	 C	
F-a 
n -a 2
(	
^(n .. a)	 (2,y.9)Z	 i
a=1	 i=0	 J	 0
P^
The summation of Eq. (2.19) above expresses the fact that when there
are a bitr3 of overlap, there may be a disagreements caused by this, and if
-a or fewer of the n -a random bits in the correlator produce disagreements
then a false acquisition of the frame will occur. Fable 2.4 displays this optimum
value of P0 for various sequence lengths and thresholds.
The assertion that PD
 is insensitive to p is best sustained by making
use of calculations executed by Maury and Styles'' These authors performed
an exhaustive computer search to determine 'optimum' frame sync sequences.
These sequences achieved the minimum possible value of PO for a threshold
level allowing two disagreements and a bit error probability of 0. 10. Conse-
quently they are 'good', but not optimum, sequences for other thresholds and
bit error probabilities. Values of P0 as a function oil sequence length and
threshold were computed in this reference, from which the entries in the
fourth column of Table 2.4 were obtained.
The comparison of the 'optimum' value w". r
 p= 0 with an actual calcu-
lated (larger than optimum) value for p = 0.10 clearly shows that there is little
sensitivity of PO to p, except for the 7/7 and 15/15 cases where no disagree-
ments are allowed and bit errors are necessary to produce false acquisitions.
If the frame synchronization sequence is exactly half of a frame dura-
tion in length, the 'random' interval during which the correlator contains only
data bits will be one. bit interval. In general if the frame consists of 1\ bits,
and the frame synchronization sequence of n bits the random interval is of
Maury, Jr. , J. L. and Styles, F. J. , "Developinent of Optimum Frame Syn-
chronization Codes for Goddard Space Flight Center PCM Teleinetryr
Standards", presented at ?rational Telemetry Conference, 1964.
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Table 2.4
PROBABILITIESB  OF FALSE ALARM IN THE OVERLAP
REGION FOR NONRECURRING SEQUENCES WITH
VARIOUS SEQUENCE LENGTHS AND THRESHOLDS
Sequence
Length
n
Threshold: Min. loo. Optimum PO	PO from Ref, 1
of agreements/n	 p -• 0	 P= 0.10
7 7/7 0 7.0 - 10-3
7 6/7 0.0312 0.120
15 15/15 0 2.0 • 10-5
15 14/15 1.220- 10 -4 5.5 • 10-4
15 13/15 2.08 • 10 -3 7.8 • 10-3
15 12/15 0.0168 0.065
31 29/31 6.03 • 10_ 8 1.6 • 10-7
31 ?8/3 1 9.83 • 10 -7 2.0 • 10-6
duration N - 2n + 1 bit intervals. Thus, the probability of a false acquisition
in the random region is:
PR = [N 2n + 1] • 2 -n	 ( )
i=0
(2,20)
Table 2.5 exhibits total PFA for sequences of half interval duration; the
table is generated by adding values of PO
 from Table 2.4 to values of PR cal-
culated for n = N/2. We see clearly the insensitivity of PF,A to the bit error
probability. For all p nominally less than 10 2 , It is safe to consider ,that
FFA is constant and given by the optimum value for p 0.
The system analyst studying potential acquisition performance using
nonrecurring sequences would select a sequence length and threshold combina-
tion providing the desired 1'F,A. For dB comparisons the 'minimum' values of
All Ilal yl
Table 2, 5
PROBABILITIES OF FALSE ACQUISITION, P ;
 FOR
NONRECURRING .IIALF INTERVAL., SJ QU,I^-,N?A, WITH
VARIOUS SEQUENCE LENGTIIS ANI) 'THRESHOLDS
Sequence	 Threshold: Min. No.
Length	 of agreements /n
n
	
7
	
7/7
	
7	 6/7
	
15
	 15/15'
	
15
	
14/15
	
15
	
13/15
	
15
	
12/15
	
31.	 29/31
	
31
	
28/31
Optimum. PF,A	 PI,A , using Ref. 1
p 0	 p 0,10
7.81 • 10-3
0.0938
3.05 • 10-5
6.10 • 10-4
5.78 • 10-3
0.0344
2.88 • 10-7
4.04 • 10 6
Ms
0.0148
0.182
5.0 • 10- 5
1.04 • 10-3
0.011,5
0.083
3.9 • 10-7
4.3 • 1.0- 6
PFA from Eqs. (2,19) and (2.20) or Table 2.5 are considered to apply at p = 4.3 dB.
Equations (2.7) (2.11) or Table 2.3 maybe utilized to find PNY which is the same for
nonrecurring and recurring sequences with the same bit length and threshold.
The poorer performance of nonrecu rring sequences as compared to
recurring sequences of the same length can best be seen from the following
two calculated illustrative examples on length 15 sequences.
i) On a 13 of 15 threshold a nonrecurring sequence will
have PF,A = 5.8 10 -3 , which, as we have noted, will
obtain down to p = 4.3 dB. The recurring sequence
could, with the same threshold, obtain that P F,A at
p ti -4.5 dB. The present NASA 36-bit format re-
quires 5.1 dB. Both.sequences will have the same
performance in Fh4 relative to the NASA format:
for PM = 5.8 • 10` 3 , 3.7 dB less than the 6.7 dB
required by the NASA. format are needed.
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i.i) With a 14 of 15 threshold P FA - 6.10 • 10 -4
 for the
nonrecurring sequence. The recurring sequence
achieves this at -6.1 d13; 7.3 dB is required by the
NASA format. Values of 6.1 dB for the sequences
to achieve PM = 6.10 • 10 -4
 compares with 8.4 dB
for the NASA format.
The observations made regarding half interval sequences generally
apply to sequences occupying a smaller fraction of an interval, except that PFA
will be somewhat larger due to the increased number of bit positions in the
random region.
2. 2. 3. 4 Additional Comments and Evaluation
It has so far been seen that nonrecurring half-interval sequences offer
considerably poorer frame acquisition performance than recurring sequences
of the same bit length and total energy. (A half interval sequence by definition
uses half the available signal energy in a frame interval for frame synchroni-
zation, the comparisons in Sec. 2.2.3.3 above implicitly assume that the system
using the recurring sequence likewise uses only half the available frame energy
for this purpose, so that performance differences reflect only differences in
sequence 'performance capability. )
There is an important negative consideration regarding the utility of
nonrecurring sequences forframe synchronization of time codes. Note that
binary frame time data is not truly a string of random bits. Over the course
of an entire labeling cycle (which might be as long as a year) the data sequence
may, in fact, assume all possible values. But over somewhat shorter inter-
vals the labeling data remains highly correlated to preceding data. This leads
to a very undesirable situation: the particular configuration of data bits caus-
ing false acquisition on one frame will persist for the nett several frames,
except for changes in a few of the least significant bits.
There is only one reasonable way to circumvent the unhappy condition
of having high correlation between labeling bits and frame synchronization
sequence for several consecutive frames. That is to intersperse idle, unchang-
ing bits with the data bits (m-any of the index marker 0's in the NASA and IIiIG
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codas fall in this category). The occurrence of undesirable data bit configur. a-
tions is thereby reduced, but inefficient use has been made of pant of the avail-
able 'waveform energy to ;,tin this objective. The inefficient use of waveform
energy is pl c cisely what one hopes to avoid through time code optimization.
The same observation would apply to schemes where the sequence is surround
on both sides by a blank guard space. In conjunction with a digital cor. relator
recognizing the three states +1, -1, and "null", undesirable false response is
suppressed by the inefficient technique of having signal turned off part of the
time.
Under the restriction that a certain fraction of the frame time is
devoted to the synchronization sequence, it would not appear that any advantage
is to be gained by allocating part of this time to guard space or to idle bits
instead of applying it totally and directly to form the best possible sequence of
contiguous bits. Thus, our assertion, intuitively acceptable though unverified
by rigorous proof, is that optimal frame acquisition properties for nonrecurring
sequences are achieved when all energy not required for frame labeling is
devoted to the sequence.
The analyses executed in this section have demonstrated the relative
desirability of recurring sequences over nonrecurring sequences for frame
synchronization purposes. It is important to affirm that the comparison has
been carried out under conditions which permit of the making of general con-
clusions. First of all, the assumption of coherent detection upon bats encoded
other than antipodally, e, g. , PPM or PDM, would not change any of the dB
differences between schemes discussed in the analysis. The absolute values
of p in dB at which given values of P FA or PM obtain would be shifted in
accordance with a degradation factor expressing the suboptimality of the par-
ticular bit encoding (see, for example, Section 4. 4. 2 of tlhe First Quarterly
Report where these factors are worked out for PAM, PDM and PPM).
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Neither does the assumption of a digital correl.ator rather than an analog cor. -
relator matched to the sequence make a major difference in the comparison.
Digital correlation is a quantized, sectionalized approximation to analog cor-
relation. For long sequences and high signal-to-noise ratios, the dB diffc,°once
between the two approaches zero. There is a significant difference in absolute
performance for low signal-to-noise ratios, i. e. , when bit decision errors
becdme frequent. However, comparative performance differences between
sequences should change far less than absolute performance. Analog corre-
lation does, however, permit the use of a continuously variable threshold level.
2.2.4 Applicable Frame Utilization Strategie s
2.2.4.1 Full Occupancy by Marker Code - Modulated Occasionally
by Label and Other Data
If occupancy of the full frame is to be allowed by the marker code, the
label or data for the mark must be conveyed by other means. One possibility
is to modulate occasionally the marker code by modulo 2 addition of the binary
coded label information. Alternatively, the desired label information may
be conveyed on a sinusoidal subcarrier situated in frequency perhaps at 2,/T or
higher, if T is the bit duration of the code marker waveform.
2. 2. 4. 2 Full Occupancy by M<.rker Code - No Modulation
but Occasional Skipping of the Marker and Substi-
tution of Label or Other Information
It may be elected to convey the label information 'by periodically inter-
rupting the code and inserting the labeling information. Each interruption will
degrade the detection of only one marker that precedes it and another marker
that immediately follows it. In view of the fact that markers are expected to be
regularly spaced and their spacings are exactly known, a few markers can
occasionally be skipped, especially if they are spaced by relative short-time
intervals, without destroying the ability to identify properly the frill conveyed
time scale.
IA^^C)M
2. 2. 4. 3 Partial Occupancy by Marker Code
If only partial occupancy of the frame is allowed for the marker, no
problem exists in conveying the label for the marker as it may be transmitted
during the off time of the marker code. The cost is substantial degradation in
the performance of the marker. This is exhibited both in the lowering of the
primary peak value, R(0), and in the raising of the secondary peaks. For
example, if a half frame is utilized for marker purposes, the primary peak of
the correlation will be only half that of a full frame utilization scheme. If five
per cent of the frame is used, the value will be five per cent of that of a full
frame scheme.
In any case, part or the whole of the label (seconds, minutes, days of
year) may be transmitted with each marker. The partial label might consist
of only the least significant bits of the Label.; that is, the bits that change with
every frame.
2`. 3	 Transmission Channel Signal Design
2. 3.1	 Wireline Channel
The conventional (so-called 4% kHz) wireline channel has a frequency
response with a passband from about 300.to 3300 Hz. The loss of the DC con-
tent of the waveform below 300 Hz precludes sending any of the codes at base
band, except possibly the TRIG format A code with a 0.1 sec frame time.
Any of the codes may, however, be transmitted over the wireline chan-
nel by use of a suitable carrier. Three of the codes have a relatively high band-
width. These are the NASA 36 bit and TRIG B (one sec frame time) and the
IRIG A (0.1 sec frame time). These wider bandwidth codes should be modulated
onto a carrier that places them in the center of the bandpass of the wireline
channel, i. e. , 1.8 kHz. The remaining codes have relatively narrow bandwidths,
and any desired carrier bettiveen about 400 and 3 000 Hz is acceptable.
p(P)	 1 e-P ^P
A
(2.21)
P { P s Po} 1 e-Po /- 	.-	 - (2.22)
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2. 3.2	 LOS and 1311 Tropo Channel
axle coherence bandwidths of LOS and 1311 tropo channels are sufficion
high that no significant limitations need be expected from this source. Tho fad-
ing rate, however, is sufficiently rapid that degradation may be incurred on the
codes with longer pulse widths. These are the NASA 20 bit and TRIG B with
one-hour frame times and 1RIG F (5 min, frame).
The modulation to be used with the LOS and BH tropo channels should
be either FM or PSK. Linear modulation (AM) may not be seriously considered
because of its inefficiency of available power utilization, because available
power amplification elements are peak power limited and do not provide adequa
average power levels in linear operation.
Signal "outage" will result over a fading medium whenever the signal
level: drops below the threshold of proper maintenance of code acquisition. A
simple but effective estimate of probability of interruption over a link suffering
fading-induced outages would be to calculate the probability of the signal-to-
noise ratio dropping below some critical value (or threshold) in the transition
region. A workable estimate of this probability can be obtained by integrating
the probability density function of the signal-to-noise ratio over tho range below
the threshold.
As an illustration, consider the particularly useful model, of deep fading
often closely approximated in B11 links as a Rayleigh fading signal with a station-
ary additive gaussian noise at the receiver. The signal-to-noise ratio is then
governed by the probability density function:
where p is the average value of the signal-to-noise ratio. 	 The probability that
p will be less than some value po is then
ti po /p for Po /A << l
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As a clarifying example of the application of this calculation, consider
the length 1  recurring maximal length sequence using a 12-out-of-15 threshold
logic (see Section 2.3,3),	 In a fixed signal-to-noise ratio environment 1) will be
near -10 
6
at 5 dB ' -and near 10
2 
at 2 -dB,	 Suppose 10 
5 
to -	
i
10 
6 
is considered to
be a desired range of values for 1^, To achieve this safely in Rayleigh fading,
I
one would like the chance of the signal-to-nois e ratio dropping below 2 d13 to be
in the 10- 4 to 10-5 range. From Eq. (2,21) it is seen that an average signal-to-
noise ratio in the 42 to 52 dB range is necessary. It is characteristic of deep
fading channels that extremely high average signal-to-noise ratios are required
to assure reliable transmission without the use of diversity transmission.
2. 3.3	 S2ace Channel
Space links are generally operated at frequencies in excess of 100 M11z
under peak-power limited conditions. Therefore, FM or OM is normally the
preferred type of carrier modulation. Phase modulation is often favored becaus
it will provide a carrier component at phase deviations of about 1 radian or less
for purposes of spatial acquisition of a spacecraft and autotrack by ground
antennas.
2. 4	 Summary of Performance Comparison of the
Optimal Code vs. Current NASA and IRIG Codes
A meaningful way to compare the relative performance of competitive
approaches to the attainment of a system objective is as follows: First set a
significant measure of acceptable system performance, such as some desired
value of the probability of false frame acquisition. Then derive a measure of
needed signal strength or signal-to-noise ratio required by each of the competi-
tive approaches. Performance differences are then directly shown in terms of
dB advantage. Such relative dB advantages maybe translated into reduce d
trCMISirtitter power requirements for a given communication range, capability to
function satisfactorily in noisier environments, or other significant A1110.tiOtl[ffly
descriptive advantages.
The following illustrative example was executed to compare the frame
acquisition performance of existing duration-modulated NASA and IRIG time code.,
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with implementations using pseudorandom acquisition sequences of length 16.
The pseudorandom sequences, both of recurring and nonrecurring type, are.
assumed to employ antipodal bit modulations, of which split-phase modulation
is a commonly employed example.
The presence of additive white gaussian noise with single-sided spec-
tral density No constitutes the disturbance in the presence of which a probabil-
ity of false acquisition of 10 -6
 is to be maintained,
Figure 2,12 is employed in the construction of the Table 2.6. The
computational values of E/N o for the NASA codes is carried out as follows.
First, note that the "NASA" onrve in Fig. 2.12 is plotted on the basis of a binary
antipodal waveform. Accordingly, a modification factor must be introduced
which describes the poorer energy utilization of PDM signalling. The NASA
BCD codes, having "space" length = 0. 2T, ""mark" length = 0. 6T are equiva-
lent in terms of bit error probabilities in noise to signals having durations of
0. 3T and 0. 7T respectively for "§pace" and "mark" (see Appendix B, First
Quarterly Report). This is a "symmetrical" PDM case, as analyzed in Sec.
4. 4. 2.1 of the First Quarterly Report with the parameter a = 0. 3. The
relative detectability for symmetrical PDM as noted in Table 4. 3 of the QPR
is 10 log10
 [ (1 - 2a)' / 4 ] = - 10 dB.
It should be emphasized that the principal advantage of the optimal
system lies in the fact that the recurrent maximal.-length code requires consid-
erably less signal power to realize a specified degree of performance than do
the current NASA and IRIG codes under otherwise identical. conditions. Conse-
quently, if efficient utilization of available signal power is an important con-
sideration, the use of the optimal code will result in substantially less drain
on available signal power, so that more of ;E. Zis power can be diverted to the
transmission of the data and information that are timed by the time-code.
Moreover, in time distribution systems, the ability to accomplish the desired
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E/ No per bit for P FA= 10- 6
20. 5 dB
1. 5 dB
3.6 dB
^k
dB, Relative to
13/15 Re currin-o
-19.0 dB
-17.1 dB
0
k;
AI^OM
quality of time transmission with less signal power means that the optimal time
distribution system would pi-esont less of an interference threat Lo other co-
situ axted systems,
From the viewpoint: of equipment realization and complexity, the basic
41 digital correlator technique (Fig, 2,11) for the recognition of frame synchronism
in the optimal system poses no crm.plexity problems, The ^toning of the n most
recently received bits and their correlation with the n-bit sequence is easily
accomplished with an n-bi.t, shift register, an equal numbor of sample logic units 	 .
(such as 'OR' circuits) and an adder.
Table 2.6
Comparison of NASA BCD codes
frame acquisition properties (FDM bit encodings)
vs. recurring and nonrecurring sequences of
length 15 with thresholds of 12 and 13,
Sequence T
NASA.
Recurring 13/15
Recurring 12/15
Nonrecurring 13/15
Nonrecurring 1.2/15
^ PFA is insensitive	 , to E/No. For any 'high' value of E/No
FFA N 5.8 • 10-3.
Y
FA. is insensitive to E/No . For any 'high' valcie of E/Noy
FA 1" 0.03. i
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3. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND
Rfl','COMMENDATIONS
The optimal time code system is one that employs a recurring maximal_
length sequence with period equal to a full time frame to convey (after cross -
correlatlon detection at the receiving end) the frame time markers. The most
advantageous autocorrelation properties for the time marker sequence wavefor
result if rectangular :E1 or rectangular split-phase waveforms are used. The
basic digital correlator technique (Fig. 2.11) is used for the recognition of framc
synchronism and the generation of isolated time frame markers. The storing of
the n' most recently received bits and their correlation with the n-bit sequence
is easily accomplished with an a-bit shift register., an equal number of simple
logic units (such as 'OR' circuits) and an adder,
The recurrent maximal-length code requires considerably less signal
power to realize a specified degree of performance than do the current NASA
and IRIG codes under otherwise identical conditions. Consequently, if efficient
utilization of available signal power is an important consideration, the use of
the optimal code will result in substantially less drain on available signal power,
so that more of this power can be diverted to the transmission of the data.and
information that are timed by the time-code.
Sequences occupying only a part of the frame length, with time label
and other coded information signals in the remainder of the frame., will generally
be -undesirable unless circumstances permit of the long sequence lengths neces-
sary to achieve desirable probabilities of false alarm.
With full frame occupancy by the marker code, the label or ' data for
the mark can be conveyed by
(a) occasional modulation of the marker code with
the coded label information;
(b) a sinusoidal subcarrier, the modulated subcarrier
being multiplexed in a suitable manner with the code
marker waveform; or
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(c) periodically interrupting the code and inserting
the labeling information.
Tile simplest of these is (c). Each interruption will degrade the detection of
only one marker that precedes it and another marker that immediately fol-
lows it. But in view of the fact that markers are expected to, be regularly
spaced and their spacings are exactly known, a few markers can even be
skipped occasionally (especially if they are spaced by relative short-time
intervals) without destroying the ability to identify properly the fall conveyed
time s cafe.
